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World Energy Efficiency Day
The World Energy Efficiency Day was celebrated on March 5.

At CIRCUTOR we have always given special attention to innovation and 
developing technology in electrical installations, in order to achieve a more 
efficient use of the energy resources at our disposal, every day.

Being efficient is no longer a battle waged by a few visionaries and has become 
an urgent need in which all of us must take part. The current dependence on 
electric energy and the need of companies to lower costs in order to be more 
competitive is compounded by the well-known waste of our ever scarcer energy 
resources. These are factors that strengthen our determination to continue 
fulfilling our mission in the sector day after day.

The main purpose of the World Energy Efficiency Day, 5th March, is to increase 
public awareness of the misuse of energy, and give it the importance it merits.

Following the example of our founders over 40 years ago, CIRCUTOR has and 
continues to strongly back this initiative and celebrates this day with the full 
conviction that, with the cooperation of all, we will meet the goals set by the 
European Union for 2020. The goal is to reduce energy consumption by 20% or 
more, CO2 emissions by 20% or more, and ensure that 20% of generated 
energy comes from renewable energy sources.

Teamwork always gives the best results. »

Editorial
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The rules of the game are changing

Increased  
energy costs

Implementation of 
smart energy 
meters

Changes to our 
consumption 
habits

Need for sustainable 
mobility

Use of renewable 
sources for 
self-consumption

Greater environ-
mental awareness 
and commitment

Greater presence 
of distorting loads 
in installations

European legislation 
to promote energy 
efficiency

Need for permanent 
control of installations 
to comply with the law
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Products that make 
the business a reality

Business opportunity for...

New power factor correction requirements
The opportunityCurrent situation

 – The global change from mechanical 
energy meters to multi-function 
digital energy meters, increasingly 
unbalanced systems and ever 
stiffer penalties for reactive 
energy together present us with a 
significant business opportunity. 
This opportunity consists of 
offering customers new reactive 
energy compensation systems for 
guaranteed savings now and in the 
future:

 – Even if penalties get tougher,
 – Even if they change their 

installations, and
 – Even if user consumption habits 

change

1. Electrical installations have 
increasing levels of unbalance 
between phases, which prevents 
traditional units from correctly 
performing power factor correction.
2. The introduction of new energy 
meters for electrical consumption 
(smart energy meters) into 
installations, which can measure 
both inductive and capacitive 
reactive energy, and by phases, 
make any electrical energy consumer 
susceptible to paying penalties.
3. And the increasingly stiff penalties 
for reactive energy now being seen 
in most European countries result in 
higher electricity bills.

0 1 7 6 5 0

0 4 5 2 5 0
kvar

kW

Inductive
L1
L2

L3

Capacitive

Unbalanced reactive power

New more accurated energy meters

Inductive

Capacitive

Over-compensated reactive power

Key points
1. Check for penalties in the customer's electricity bill and/

or by taking measurements in their installation.
2. Calculate the size of the power factor compensation 

unit, taking into account changes in penalties due 
to the introduction of digital energy meters.

3. Offer the customer a capacitor bank that can:
4. Ensure the elimination of current and future penalties.
5. Explain that the power analyzer function is the 

first step towards energy efficiency.
6. Install the proper power factor compensation unit.

Capacitor banks
Optim SMART III

Three-phase 
measuring and 
power analyzer.

Three-phase 
measuring, 
phase-by-phase 
compensation 
and quick

Capacitor banks
Optim HYB

L1

L2

L3

N

Capacitor bank
Optim HYB UPS

Compensated 
reacted power

Personal 
computers

Cooling Motors Lighting

Inductive

Capacitive

Especially for

 – Offices, food industry, street lights, grocery stores, hotels, 
hospitals, etc.

 – Companies that have significant electrical consumption such as 
those in manufacturing, mining and mineral processing.

 – Any subscriber with more than 15 kW of contracted power.

01 
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02

Products that make 
the business a reality

Business opportunity for...

Self-consumption and Electric vehicles
The opportunityCurrent situation

 – Self-generation allows us to reduce 
our dependency on external energy 
and comply with zero-consumption 
requirements for installations. 
Providing a comprehensive solution 
that allows us to:

 –
 – Flatten out the external demand 

curve for daily energy consumption.
 – Accumulate energy and use it 

during hours when there is no 
generation.

 – Lower energy and pollution costs, 
both in terms of noise pollution and 
CO2 emissions. 

1. Increased vulnerability to the 
fluctuation of electricity and oil prices 
can generate economic tension in 
companies.
2. Requirement for European 
executives to implement energy 
efficiency policies that work 
proactively for the electric energy 
management of buildings and that 
achieve close to zero consumption by 
2018 in public buildings and by 2020 
in new buildings and comprehensive 
renovations.

Key points

Kit for 
Self-consumption

Electric Vehicle  
Charging

Solar 
generation and 
electric 
vehicle charging

The necessary 
elements for self-
consumption of 
solar energy.

Photovoltaic 
Canopy

1. Study current and forecasted consumption.
2. Define the self-generation potential of the installation.
3. Analyse the use of electric mobility.
4. Implement the self-generation system and electric vehicle charging system.

Oficina

Photovoltaic
Panels

54 panels
12 kW total

Storage batteries Charging  
points

PowerStudio
Software

Especially for

 – Public buildings like offices, libraries, schools, health centres, 
barracks, etc.

 – Companies with vehicle fleets.
 – Isolated homes or residential developments.
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03 Business opportunity for...

Energy demand management
The opportunityCurrent situation
 – New energy monitoring and control 

devices offer us easy-to-use tools 
to help our customers reduce the 
amount of their electricity bills, 
allowing them to:

 – Detect irregular and unnecessary 
consumption.

 – Use alarms (SMS, e-mail) to notify 
irregular consumption situations, 
possible penalties on the electricity 
bill, etc.

 – Avoid using too much (penalties) 
or too little of the contracted power 
and reactive energy consumption.

 – Comply with energy audit 
regulations, installing stationary 
measuring units that ensure the 
attainment of objectives and 
continuous improvement.

1. Increased energy costs generate 
the need for correct electric energy 
management, regardless of the type of 
installation.
2. There are more and more legal 
regulations concerning the need to 
efficiently manage energy resources. 
This includes European Directive 
2012/27/EU, which was recently 
transposed into the BOE (Official 
State Bulletin), which requires certain 
companies to perform energy audits.  
3. By knowing where and when 
consumption is occurring we can take 
steps to reduce it and monitor the 
results of our actions.  

CVM-C5MC-3MC-3 CVM-C10

CVM-C10TCTP

TC

CVM-k2

Databox
Server

RS-485

CVM-1D

CVM-MINI

3G
DBS. Databox Server

Model. A
00000000ZZZ

DBS. Databox Server

Model. A
00000000ZZZ

Key points
1. Analyse the customer's bill and type of installation.
2. Propose possible savings as a result of maximum demand, changing 

the contracted power and estimation using control software.
3. Install the measuring point at the intake and on 

the lines with the greatest consumption.
4. Easily configure the display screen online so the 

customer can monitor consumption.

 – SMEs (restaurants, cafeterias, 
professional workshops, etc.).

 – Bank offices.
 – Supermarkets and shopping centres.

Especially for

Products that make 
the business a reality

Databox

PowerStudio 
management  
software.

Maximum 
demand 
control.

New 
generation 
of power 
analyzers.

MDC-4

Gama CVM
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04 Business opportunity for...

New earth leakage protection requirements
The opportunityCurrent situation

 – Due to the change in the type of 
loads, earth leakage protection 
devices that are installed must be 
adapted to the new requirements so 
that they can continue to ensure 
the safety of people and assets.

 – Updating existing installations with 
devices that protect against any kind 
of leakage (alternating, pulsing or 
pure continuous component).

 – Preventing and avoiding unwanted 
tripping along with its associated 
costs by using devices that let you 
monitor leakage on the display.

 – Need to install automatic reclosing 
systems for protection devices in key 
installations or those that are difficult 
to access (street lights, etc).

1. Increasing electronic loads in 
installations mean that earth leakage 
protection devices must be ready for 
these loads and the new legislation.
2. There are many differential relays 
installed that, given these new types 
of loads (with not purely sinusoidal 
consumption), are not ensuring the 
safety of people and assets.

LOAD

300 mA
WGC-TB IDB-4

WGB-35-TB

WGB-35-TB
RGU-10B

RGU2 REC3

300 mA   S
kW Class B

Class A

LOAD

30 mA
IDB-4

LOAD

30 mA

Key points
1. Determine or detect circuits with distorting loads that 

could generate non-sinusoidal leakage.
2. Ensure that the vertical selectivity of the protections is being complied with.
3. Prioritise circuits that must ensure service continuity 

through preventive actions or automatic reclosing.
4. Install protection devices in accordance with the analysis.

Products that make 
the business a reality

En especial para

RGU-2

IDB-4

RGU-10B

REC3

Electronic 
monitoring and 
earth leakage 
protection relay.

RCCB.  
Class B.

Electronic 
protection relay. 
Class B.

Self-reclosing 
RCCB.

 – Offices and DPC, UPS 
 – Charging electric vehicles, photovoltaic energy 

installations and frequency inverters.
 – Street lights and signs.
 – Service sector and telecommunications.
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Technical Support

At CIRCUTOR we want 
to provide better service 
to our customers every 
day. If you have any 
questions please call us 
or contact us through 
our website.

(+34) 937 452 919
08:00 - 18:00 h

More help available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year

www.youtube.com / CIRCUTOR company

More help available  
24 hours a day,  
365 days a year

On our website and 
YouTube channel there 
are new videos on 
programming and 
installing units, 
accessible whenever 
you need them.

www.circutor.com / training /  
practical training

e-mail: sat@circutor.com
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Jonathan Azañón

Energy Management Division

Efficient management 
of telecommunications 
systems
Key aspects for telecommunica-
tions companies

Technical article

Telecommunications companies need 
to adapt their traditional management 
systems to other more robust and 
efficient ones. Nowadays, on-site 
management in the different centres is 
no longer sufficient. Success lies in 
automating the different control systems 
to obtain high quality installations that 
are reliable and available.

The most critical point to bear in mind in 
telecommunications installations is 
ensuring supply continuity, because any 
incident of this type leads to serious 
complaints from users, and also 
requires human presence to fix the 
problem.  However, another important 
aspect is controlling energy in a way 
that managers can remotely monitor 
and control each station to take 
immediate actions.

 
4 key objectives

As a reference in the electrical energy 
efficiency sector, CIRCUTOR offers 
telecommunications service companies 
a wide range of devices for successfully 
achieving the efficient control of their 
installations, both remote stations and 
data processing centres. 

There are several objectives that have 
to be borne in mind to achieve this, for 
instance:

� Supply continuity 
Guaranteeing supply continuity with 
protection and earth leakage 
self-reclosing systems. 

� Energy efficiency  
management 
Guaranteeing the installation's energy 
efficiency (control and reduction of 
consumption).

� Alarm management 
Efficiently managing alarms (intruder 
detection, beacons, unwanted tripping, 
etc.)

� Management system creation
Guaranteeing a robust global manage-
ment system of the different centres 
(centralised control).
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 How to meet the 4 objectives
� Supply continuity 

Ensuring supply continuity is the most 
critical aspect in these types of installa-
tions. Any electrical outage leads to 
enormous economic losses and also 
requires human intervention to find a 
solution to the problem.

The solution for mitigating this problem 
is the installation of CIRCUTOR’s circuit 
breakers with ultra-immunised earth 
leakage protection together with 
automatic self-reclosing devices such 
RECmax. 

The installation of ultra-immunised 
earth leakage relays guarantees correct 

actuation of the protections, which 
avoids possible unwanted tripping 
caused by malfunctions. Furthermore, 
the existence of devices with DC 
supply, such as UPS’s, requires the 
installation of type B earth leakage 
relays to monitor and protect the 
installation. Type B devices ensure the 
correct operation when there is a 
leakage current because they are 
specially designed to actuate when 
there is any fault with DC and AC 
component.  
In turn, the self-reclosing system 
ensures supply continuity during a 
temporary fault, without the need for 
external intervention. 

It should be pointed out that those 
devices must be equipped with commu-
nications capacity for carrying out 
actions via remote control, monitoring 
the status of the protections on real 
time and acting accordingly when 
necessary for maintenance or 
prevention.

Installing control devices for the 
external beacons, such as TB-3, is 
recommended as an additional ele-
ment. These are designed to activate a 
burnt-out light alarm and can be 
integrated in management and control 
system.

Ensuring supply continuity 
is the most critical aspect in 
these types of installations.  

Self-reclosing systems such as 
RECmax, ensure the supply continuity 
without the need of human 
intervention.

The RECmax LPd connected to the WGC / WGS toroidal 
transformers ensure earth leakage and circuit breaker 
protection with self-reclosing after an earth leakage,
overload or short-circuit trip.

It is a good solution for those infrastructures that are hard to 
control and monitor because of their location in the following 
control boards:

  Phone systems
  DTT systems
  IT systems, UPS

Earth leakage circuit breaker
with self-reclosing system and display (LCD)

RECmax
Full range of Type B earth leakage protection
and monitoring devices

Type B

CIRCUTOR's range of Type B earth leakage protection units covers 
all the protection levels in your installation.

RGU-10B
Electronic earth 
leakage current 
protection and
monitoring relay

Type B protection
transformers

WGC-TB

IDB-4
Type B RCCB,
instantaneous 30 mA
and 300 mA

WGB-35-TB
Transformer with
built-in Type B
earth leakage relay
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� Energy efficiency  
management  
 
Every system aimed at electrical energy 
efficiency has to be equipped with 
devices that can log the electrical 
magnitudes in order to determine where 
and how energy is consumed. An 
analysis is done after said data is 
gathered to detect inefficiencies and 
take very specific corrective actions to 
achieve a higher energy efficiency.

Using CVM, electrical power analyzers, 
makes possible logging, monitoring and 
the management of electrical consump-
tion and magnitudes in different 
centres. 

For correct management, the measure-
ments must be segmented for measur-
ing at the installation mains and directly 
on the loads or units. 

•  Mains monitoring

Monitoring the consumption at the main 
will log how much energy the centre 
consumes and whether the contract-
ed power with the utility is adjusted 
to real usage or not. Consequently, 
the possibility of reducing the contract-
ed power is the first piece of data to be 
assessed.

Another important advantage is that 
self-billing is possible because 
real-time energy data is always 
available, and so the manager can 
anticipate receipt of the official 
invoice of the utility. Thanks to this, the 
accounting department will be able to 
accurately estimate payments.

The reactive energy penalties cannot 
be ignored, as they may notably 
increase the electricity bill. This is why 
analyzers are a basic element for 
detecting the need for a capacitor 
bank installation to avoid unexpect-
ed penalties in the monthly bill. 

Installing an Optim P&P (Plug&Play) 
series capacitor bank will avoid 
reactive energy penalties in the centre, 
which will lower the electricity bill.

• Monitoring the units

In general, it is possible to estimate 
100% of the total energy consumed in 
stations or data processing centres, 
60% of which would be electricity 
consumed by infrastructure and the 
remaining 40% by cooling.

• Cooling

This shows that controlling cooling has 
an extremely important effect on the 
electricity bill. Temperature and 
humidity sensors have to be installed 
for correct management of the air 
conditioning systems, so as to be able 
to activate the fan and air-conditioning 
system. 

The key is using the digital outputs of 
the CIRCUTOR electrical power 
analyzers CVM or EDS energy manag-
ers, depending on the environmental 
features, for activating/deactivating the 
fans. When management with fans 
does not suffice, the air-conditioning 
systems must be activated until the 
programmed setpoint is reached. This 
efficient and rational use of cooling 
systems enables important savings in 
this environment which, as we men-
tioned, makes up 40% of the total.

• Lighting 

A global vision of the system cannot 
overlook lighting consumption manage-

ment. The analysis of these consump-
tions is important to be able to estimate 
future energy savings that could be 
achieved by changing over to more 
efficient lighting systems. Historical 
data can be used for comparing energy 
savings in each centre based on the 
type of lighting system installed.

• IT devices 

We can calculate the energy efficiency 
of any production system by comparing 
the useful energy with the total energy 
needed by the system. With this 
information and knowing where the 
inefficiencies are, we can achieve 
substantial savings and more environ-
mentally-friendly operations.

The energy factor is so critical in data 
processing centres that it has its own 
indicator: the Power Usage Effective-
ness (PUE) defined by the Standard 
issued by The Green Grid, a global 
environmental agency comprised of 
over 175 internationally renowned 
companies.

The European Commission also has 
a code of conduct for reducing the 
impact of data centres' growing energy 
consumption.

    �

Savings
on the electricity 
bill as a result 
of power factor 
correction

Optim P&PCapacitor bank
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MEASUREMENT

ANALYSIS

IMPROVEMENTS

CVM power analyzers 
with measuring 
transformers

1.

2.

CIRCUTOR's 
PowerStudio Scada 
software is used for 
calculating and 
viewing the values

3.

Analysing the data 
gathered and 
controlling unit 
consumption

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

The Commission has established the 
specific formula for calculating the PUE:

Moreover, the Environmental Protection 
Agency of the United States (EPA) 
provides the following PUE values as a 
reference:

•History log 2.0
•Current trend 1.9
•Optimised operations 1.7
•Best practices 1.3
•State-of-the-art 1.2

Therefore, one of the keys to success in 
an energy improvement project lies in 
measuring the consumption of each 
device (air conditioning, communication 
units, UPS power supply, lighting, 
temperature, etc.) with electrical power 
analyzers CVM, in order to take 
appropriate action and achieve a higher 
performance.

� Alarm management

Any time there is an alarm in a centre or 
station, it may involve the intervention 
by maintenance staff. There has to be a 
fast, safe and effective alarm system to 
be able to react on time and minimise 
operating costs. Telecommunications 
companies usually have their own alarm 
systems that send alerts via SNMP 
messages (Simple Network Manage-
ment Protocol), which means that any 
system management has to be able to 
send different programmed alarms 
directly to the server.

Companies like Google 
have gotten the average 
PUE of their DPCs down to 
1.22, and sometimes as low 
as 1.15.

The energy data server EDS, responsi-
ble of managing the devices installed in 
the centre, will automatically send any 
alarm to the telecom SNMP main 
server.  So immediately, the device will 
perform the appropriate action to 
mitigate the impact, whether acting 
directly or via remote management.

CIRCUTOR's   
solution with  
SCADA system

For the study, there are 
two implementation 
stops and a third for 
final studies �

The European Commission 
also has a code of conduct 
for reducing the impact of 
data centres' growing 
energy consumption. 

PUE =
Total energy supplied

Energy for IT equipment
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� Management system creation

Once the devices necessary for locally 
controlling the centre or station have 
been determined, the global manage-
ment infrastructure must be designed. 
The infrastructure must have the 
capacity to interact with each centre 
and, in turn, automatically report the 
stored information to provide a global 
view of the system. 

The information has to cascade from 
the source down to the control centre 
following a redundant data structure.  

The installation's architecture would 
be designed in three blocks:

� Local management 
� Intermediate management
� Control Centre management
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Temperature 
and humidity 
sensors
Control the centre's heating 
and air conditioning variables

Capacitor 
banks 
Avoid charges for reactive 
energy consumption

EDS
Real-time management and 
control of associated units 
by creating a database and 
communicating with an higher 
system.

Power analyzers
Control electric energy 
consumption

� Local management

As explained in the previous points, 
different types of devices need to be 
chosen in order to achieve higher 
effectiveness in the electric energy 
management environment. Once the 
units have been chosen, they have to 
be connected to an energy manager 
equipped with communications and a 
database, such as the CIRCUTOR 
Efficiency data server (EDS).

The EDS device uses Scada software 
for monitoring and storing in real time 
the different devices variables, and for 
the management of inputs/outputs for 
controlling the station. It also uses 
Ethernet or 3G communications 
(depending on the model) for connect-
ing to an intermediate management 
system.

It should be noted that the EDS has the 
capacity to manage any alarm that 
appears in the centre, sending mes-
sages via SNMP to the telecommunica-
tions company's central control server.

Earth leakage 
protection and 
reclosing system units 
Ensure continuity of the electric supply

� Intermediate management

Data transmission and treatment is one 
of the most important aspects that need 
to be defined. For the system to work 
properly, each centre or station has to 
be able to connect to a higher system 
with the capacity to centralise the 
control of the different centres. This 

system automatically requests all the 
data stored in the EDS managers, and 
also displays/manages the status of 
each device.

To do so, each local centre sends data 
to an intermediate server with Power-
Studio Scada energy analysis software 
installed for centralising the control of 

each associated local centre.

The PowerStudio Scada platform 
receives and stores all the regional 
information and subsequently sends it 
to the management system in the 
control centre. Therefore, a large 
amount of information is sectored 
without saturating the central server, 

Local management system
Different types of devices 
must be selected, previously, 
to achieve the energy 
improvement
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which makes subsequent management 
more efficient whilst ensuring data 
redundancy, as the data is stored in the 
EDS manager and the PowerStudio 
Scada system.

The associated devices in each centre 
or station can be remotely configured, 
controlled and monitored using the 
Scada application.

� Management Control Centre

Managing the entire communications 
infrastructure must be handled from a 
central server to obtain a global vision 
of the installations. 

This requires installing a server that 
uses the PowerStudio Scada Deluxe 
platform. This global platform will add 
the different PowerStudio Scada 
installed in intermediate management 
sites so that it can feed from their 
databases and centralise the manage-
ment of the entire infrastructure.

In other words, the central application 
will be able to see the different interme-
diate servers, which in turn will allow 
the display and control of the local 
system controlled by different EDS' with 
their own management and control 
devices.

After the central platform has been set 
up, data will be saved automatically in 
its server, and the entire database can 
be transmitted to other systems that are 
already installed. The application 
enables sending data directly from 
SQL, web service, XML (using a 
conversion module for this format).

As mentioned above, the EDS units will 
also be able send alarms directly to the 
telecommunication company's central 
alarm server via SNMP, perfectly 
integrating these devices in the existing 
infrastructure.

Intermediate management 
system
Each local centre/station will 
send the data to an 
intermediate server where 
PowerStudio Scada 
software will be installed, 
controlling centrally each 
associated local centre.

Control centre architecturel
The application allows to 
directly serve data in SQL 
format, XML or via web service.
EDS devices will automatically 
send all the alarms via SNMP to 
the telecommunication main 
alarm server.
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PowerStudio Scada is the 
energy management 
software from CIRCUTOR

WEEKLY PUE CALCULATION REPORT

Level: L1
Measurement Period: Weekly

Measurement Frequency: Continuous

Period of the report:

From: 03/01/2014  To: 10/01/2014

Issue Date: 13/01/2014

Description initial kWh final kWh total kWh

Air- 
conditioning

6,146 8,767 2,621

Lighting
15 341 325

Input UPS 1
429 5,578 5,149

Input UPS 2
521 5,715 5,194

Total kWh in DPC inputs
13,289

Description initial kWh final kWh total kWh

Output UPS 1
754 5,466 4,712

Output UPS 2
791 5,486 4,695

Total kWh in DPC outputs
9,407

PUE CALCULATION

Total kWh DPC outputs   /   Total kWh DPC inputs

1.41 PUE L1, W, C

0.71 DCE

Application examples of the Scada  
PowerStudio/Deluxe software

  Real-time display of variables
  Creation of databases
  Graphical representation
  Representation with data tables 
  Creation of SCADA screens
  Creation of personalised reports
  Sending and reporting alarms (incidents)
  XML server
  Exporting data (.txt, and .cvs)

PowerStudio Scada 
For the INTERMEDIATE CENTRES 
control

Power Studio Scada Deluxe + :

  Modbus generic driver (can be used to add any  
 unit in the market with the Modbus protocol)
  OPC Client (Serves data to OPC systems)
  Multipoint PSS (Adds other PSS to a single  

 control and management system)

  Converts the database to SQL and automatically  
 exports it to third-party systems

PowerStudio Scada DELUXE
for the management from the main 
CONTROL CENTRE
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Conclusions

As a company specialised in the energy 
efficiency sector, CIRCUTOR provides 
telecommunications companies the 
architecture they need for the manage-
ment and control of all their centres or 
stations, and offers a large portfolio of 
devices, ALL of them dedicated to 
improving energy efficiency.

Summarizing, with the installation of the 
proposed system, telecommunications 
companies will be able to improve the 
following areas:

 � Security in supply continuity.

 � Correct management and redu- 
 ced consumption of cooling   
 systems.

 � Reduced electrical costs through  
 measurements and preventive  
 actions of the different loads.

 � Reduced electricity costs   
 through power factor correction.

 � Improved power usage effective- 
 ness (PUE) indicator, adapted to  
 the levels recommended by the  
 European Commission.

 � Critical alarm control.

 � Self-billing to be able to anticipa- 
 te receipt of the utility bill

 � Global and centralised manage- 
 ment of the communication   
 infrastructures (remote stations  
 or data processing centres).»

Example of the system's global 
architecture

� Local management
EDS + control and manage-
ment devices.

� Intermediate 
management
Servers with PowerStudio 
Scada software for data 
management and controlling 
level       local installations.�

� Management from the 
Control Centre 
Central server with Scada 
PowerStudio Deluxe for 
controlling intermediate level 
management      and level      
local management systems     . 
Database management system 
for SQL, XML or WEB.
System for the management of 
SNMP alarms coming from          
     EDS devices.
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Success story
Supermarkets

PROJECT
Improve the energy efficiency of a 
shopping centre

SECTOR
Chain of shopping centres

CLIENT
Shopping centrel

Information of interest
Comparison between consump-
tion centres, per square metre

More relevant results  
per centre

SAVINGS
€32,000 a year

INVESTMENT
€21,000

PAYBACK PERIOD
8 months

Optimising energy
consumption in each 
centre and reducing the 
electricity bill

TARGET ACHIEVED:

Initial situation
The energy systems manager of the 
shopping centre chain detected extra 
costs in electricity bills. This manager is 
responsible for establishing the objective 
to improve the energy efficiency of 
the installations. There was no energy 
consumption forecast or possible 
comparison between similar centres of 
the same chain.

Objectives
The main objectives were to achieve 
maximum energy efficiency and maintain 
the level of comfort for customers. These 
two objectives can be divided into the 
following:

 • Electric energy supervision and 
management of each centre: to 
optimise energy consumption in each 
centre and reduce the bill through 
both lower consumption and reducing 
the amount of power contracted.

 • Comparison of energy consumption 
between centres: to control those that 
deviated from the average ratios.

 • Monitoring and controlling electrical 
energy billing parameters: to simulate 
electrical energy billing and draw up 
cash flow forecasts. 

 • Finding out the actual consumption 
during different time periods to 
contract the best company and 
energy tariff.

 • Improving energy efficiency 
and reducing inefficient energy 
consumption (reactive energy).

 • Improving customer satisfaction 
through better control of the energy 
factors of the installations, ensuring 
correct air conditioning and lighting 
quality levels.  

Results
From the first month following the installa-
tion, there was already a 15% electrical 
energy consumption saving, and all the 
improvement measures resulted in an 
average saving per centre of €32,000 
the first year. The payback period for the 
project was eight months.
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“The detection of inefficiencies caused 
by inappropriate consumption schedules, 
such as air-conditioning at night, ena-
bled a saving of €8,000 a year through 
awareness, and the programming and/or 
remote control of those systems".

Other savings were also confirmed, both 
in terms of use and maintenance, which 
facilitated a rational use of energy in the 
installations, including remotely via the 
WEB platform. Other improvements were 
achieved through the use of calendars to 
rationalise seasonal consumption. 

More information about the
solution
CVM-MINI energy measurement and 
control units were installed in the stores, 
one for each line: general consumption, 
air conditioning, fridges, ovens and the 
rest of the store. 

An OPTIM capacitor bank was also con-
nected to the header of each installation, 
to compensate inefficient energy (reactive 
energy). These banks resulted in a 15% 
saving on the electricity bill.

All the data relating to the CVM-MINI 
were included in the EDS energy man-
ager which includes an integrated web 
server. This unit supplies the data locally 
to a computer installed in the PowerStu-
dio Scada energy management software. 
The same EDS energy manager sent 
the data to the central computer via the 
normal Internet installation. Alternatively, 
the EDS 3G version was installed if there 
was no telephone line in the area, so that 
the data could be sent wirelessly.

Information per store and a summary of 
all the data:

 • Quantification in kWh per hour of con-
sumption with the store open and closed. 

 • Knowledge of actual consumption in 
relation to the objectives set in each area 
enabled more accurate correction and 
better final energy adjustment.

 • If the instantaneous power in hours for 
"Stored Closed" exceeded 20% of the 
contracted power, an alarm was acti-
vated.

CVM-MINI

Electric  
power analyzer

PowerStudio

Energy manager
with integrated web 
server

Software
EDS

Internet

SUPERMERCADO

OptimCapacitor bank

Compensation of  
inefficient energy (reactive energy) with

ELECTRICITY
BILL

15%
Reducción

de media en la 
factura eléctrica 
de cada centro

32. 000 €
Ahorro por centro

TOTAL

By monitoring the actual power con-
sumed, it was possible to reduce the 
amount of power contracted in some 
centres, achieving a reduction of €12,000 
a year on the electricity bill. 

With the integration of the energy con-
sumptions of all the centres into the cen-

tral computer, the best ratios between the 
centres in equivalent areas could be com-
pared, and improvements in consumption 
could be implemented, by improving units 
and their control, and implementing more 
rational electric energy management 
schedules. »
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Intelligent 
management system 
for street lighting

Initial situation
Street lighting, including maintenance, 
represented 40% of a municipality's total 
expenditures. This fact, together with the 
constant increase of electrical energy 
prices, made energy efficiency one of this 
entity's main objectives. 

At the same time, the client was incurring 
constantly increasing maintenance costs 
due to the lighting, together with sporadic 
complaints of poor service from citizens.

Objectives
The main objectives of installing the intel-
ligent street lighting management system 
were:

 • Improved energy efficiency of the street  
 lighting.

 • Improved maintenance and related cost  
 savings.

Other additional objectives were achiev-
ing global lighting management, and 
more efficient incident resolution. 

Solution
A suitable reduction in consumption was 
obtained, together with improved service 
with two types of actions:

1.The old mercury vapour lights were 
replaced with more energy efficient lights, 
specifically LED lights, without lowering 
performance; 

2. More efficient management of the 
points of light was obtained with the help 
of the CIRCUTOR CirLAMP intelligent 
street lighting system.

The CirLAMP system comprises 
CirLAMP NODES modules (Bi-level or 
1...10V) installed at the points of light, 
and CirLAMP MANAGER for managing 
the network of units, which is installed in 
the main electric panel.

The CirLamp NODES can make an 
installation more flexible and adaptable to 
each need, because it can be installed:

in the base of the light, thereby saving on 
installation costs, or on the lamp post to 
increase the security of the installed unit.

Identification  
of an incident in

real time  

40%
Street lighting 
represents

of the energy consumption in 
municipalities

Success story

PROJECT
Efficient street lighting 
management

SECTOR
Street lighting / Municipalities

CLIENT
Municipality

Information of interest
Regulated lighting 50% of the 
time

Energy consumed by street 
lighting
About 40% in most 
municipalities

Estimated savings 
Between 30% - 35%

Control of the lighting, faster 

reaction time in the event 

of an incident and improved 

preventive maintenance

TARGET ACHIEVED:
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These modules communicate with the 
CirLAMP MANAGER via PLC, taking 
advantage of the electrical network. This 
is an advantage because there is no need 
to install extra communication cables or 
open conduits underground, thereby sav-
ing time and costs.

After the nodes are connected, the 
CirLAMP MANAGER gathers all the 
information and is able to manage each 
light point-to-point. The system enables 
controlling up to 4 time slots with different 
brightness levels according to the time of 
night and road conditions, which results in 
substantial energy consumption savings. 
Programming is controlled by an internal 
astronomical clock that automatically 
opens and closes the circuit according 
to the local sunrise and sunset (with the 

addition of the CirLamp 8i8o input and 
output module).
Together with the efficiency of the bright-
ness control, the CirLAMP MANAGER 
can send information by email to the head 
of maintenance according to the different 
event types, so that quick and effective 
action can be taken if a system anomaly 
occurs, thereby saving on maintenance 
costs.

Results
The client was able to lower its electricity  
bill for lighting by 30% to 35% with the 
installation of the CirLAMP intelligent 
lighting system. 

Another one of the results obtained with 
the CIRCUTOR intelligent street lighting 

 �Query via web for lighting manage-
ment

 �Lighting status monitoring map

PowerStudio
Software

WEBVia

control system was that the client was 
able to reduce response times to inci-
dents because it had real time information 
on the status of the installation. 

The CIRCUTOR CirLAMP system pro-
vided additional benefits such as:

Faster response times to incidents: With 
fault identification, it is possible to know 
the status of alarms such as, for example, 
burnt out lights, lights in blinking mode 
and open capacitors.

Improved preventive maintenance that 
increases the useful life of the lights: 
The unit made it possible to report the 
operating time of each light, which in turn 
enabled changing them when they were 
reaching the end of their useful life. The 
system reported an event to the manager 
when reaching the programmed maxi-
mum operating time. »

"The intelligent lighting 
system reduces light 
pollution caused by the 
lighting network"

PowerStudio
Software

Optional input and 
output module
CirLAMP 8i8o

40%
savings by
preventing light 
pollution

50%
of the time
the power is regulated

10%
Other management 
improvements
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Pere Soria

Renewable Energy Area

Energy efficiency, 
self-consumption 
and electric vehicle 
charging 

The perfect 
formula to improve 
the sustainability 
of companies

Applications



The agreement signed in February 
2014 between FEC (Future Energy 
Consulting Services GmbH) and 
CIRCUTOR to promote and devel-
op activities related to marketing 
energy efficiency and solar energy 
solutions has begun to see results.
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The perfect formula to improve the 
sustainability of companies

 � The agreement signed in February 
2014 between FEC (Future Energy 
Consulting Services GmbH) and 
CIRCUTOR to promote and develop 
activities related to marketing energy 
efficiency and solar energy solutions 
has begun to see results.

This first year of working together has 
resulted in the development of three 
projects that deliver the perfect combi-
nation of environmental sustainability, 
economic viability and social outreach 
for companies as varied as a car 
dealership and a vegetable processing 
and packing plant in Southern Spain.

The FEC group includes the develop-
ment company PROCONSULT and the 
SOLAREC engineering company 
specialised in implementing solar 
energy systems. They have both 
worked with CIRCUTOR on the design, 
construction and start-up of the first 
three projects of a long list that will be 
refined in the upcoming months.

PROCONSULT's solutions for compa-
nies come together under the term SUN 
TOWER, which encapsulates the 
concepts of:

Photovoltaic installations 
for self-consumption with 
zero injection into the 
grid are a legal reality not 
just in Spain but in many 
other countries as well, 
and represent a unique 
opportunity for compa-
nies to reduce their en-
ergy costs and stabilise 
them over time.

� Improved building energy efficiency 
through the implementation of an 
energy monitoring application with 
POWER STUDIO SCADA.

� Harnessing the building's potential 
for energy self-production through the 
installation of photovoltaic solutions like 
the SUN TOWER solar tracker, rooftop 
solar systems and CIRCUTOR's PVing 
Park photovoltaic canopies.

� Adapting the building for the arrival 
of electric vehicles through the installa-
tion of CIRCUTOR's RVE2-P charging 
points in a solar parking area.

The solution is backed by a guarantee 
to offer each client the best solution 
adapted to their consumption needs 
and available spaces. Mature solutions, 
proven technology and suppliers with 
financing available. This means that 
projects can be undertaken by compa-
nies with confidence that resulting 
savings will offset the investment made 
and that financing is guaranteed.

Energy costs currently account for a 
high percentage of company spending, 
with the added uncertainty that future 
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instability could jeopardise competitive-
ness. The strength of these solutions is 
that they allow the building to use 
sunlight to generate between 30 and 
50% of the energy required on-site and 
reduce energy requirements to a 
minimum with consumption monitoring 
that makes it possible to define actions 
to be implemented and quantify their 
results.

All these projects have been formal-
ised under the heading of photovol-
taic energy installations connected 
to the grid with zero injection of 
surplus energy. This formula signifi-
cantly eases the administrative require-
ments of solar installations designed for 
the self-sufficiency of buildings. The 
system aims to reduce internal electric-
ity consumption, achieve energy 
independence, and generate energy 
locally, not for injection into the distribu-
tion lines.

The solar production is regulated 
through the Dynamic Power Control-
ler (CDP) designed by CIRCUTOR. 
This device sends a power modulation 
order to the solar system inverters so 
that they adapt the generated power to 
a maximum value that is always less 
than the instantaneous power demand-
ed by the loads in real time.

The fact that self-consumption photo-
voltaic systems produce part of the 
energy required by buildings and do not 
inject surpluses into the grid allows 
government to assign them an energy 
savings role, facilitating their process-
ing. Likewise, having no grid injection 
frees these systems from maximum 
installable power restrictions based on 
the discharge capacity of the distribu-
tion lines.

SOFTWARE

50%
PV system can 
add around

the energy 
demand

The term SUN TOWER broadly 
encompasses the implementation 
of PowerStudioScada energy 
management software, solar 
tracker systems, rooftop systems 
and CIRCUTOR's PVing Park 
photovoltaic canopies, as well as 
RVE2-P quick charging points for 
electric vehicles.
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Solar photovoltaic systems for self-
consumption with zero injection into 
the grid are supported by a growing 
number of governments that provide 
for legal installations in a simple, quick 
and economical way without the need 
for prior approval processes with the 
utility companies. 

The integration of all the activities from 
the various projects into a single 
platform through the POWER STUDIO 
SCADA monitoring and supervision 
application allows you to not only 
quantify the solar production of each of 
the systems, but also tracks the 
evolving consumption of each produc-
tive section of a company as well as 
the impact of the different energy 
savings actions that have been 
implemented.
The SCADA application enables 
SOLAREC to perform corrective and 
preventive maintenance in order to 
guarantee the results of each of the 
projects as well as design future 
energy strategies for each user. By 
performing simulations to generate the 
energy bill and calculate the impact of 
the savings provided by solar produc-
tion, you can verify the profitability of 
investments as well as the specific 
energy costs of each business process 
in every industry.

The design and implementation of the 
POWER STUDIO application as well 
as the electrical installations required 
for these projects have been carried 
out by CIRCUTOR's expert engineer-
ing and installations company, 
Aseprel, SL (www.aseprel.es)

The installation of the RVE2-P electric 
vehicle charging points in the projects 
not only conveys an image of moder-
nity and environmental commitment to 
employees and customers of compa-
nies, but also serves to adapt the 
infrastructure to new transitional 
energy regulations centred on mobility, 
like the recently-approved ITC-BT-52 
of the Low Voltage Electrotechnical 
Regulation.

The 246 kW of rated power installed in 
the three completed projects have an 
annual production potential of nearly 

400,000 kWh. This would mean 
approximate energy savings of 
€80,000/year and a reduction of 90 
tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions 
into the atmosphere each year. Moreo-
ver, the three QUICK charging points 
for electric vehicles will provide the 
basis for a provincial infrastructure that 
will enable the development of these 
vehicles, resulting in greater cost 
reductions and emissions in the years 
to come.

These projects have undoubtedly 
positioned the companies of the FEC 
Services group at the forefront of solar 
energy technology in buildings and as a 
sector leader in Southern Spain. This 

The integration of all the activities from the various 
projects into a single platform through the POWER 
STUDIO SCADA monitoring and supervision 
application allows you to not only quantify the 
solar production of each of the systems, but also 
tracks the evolving consumption of each 
productive section of a company as well as the 
impact of the different energy savings actions that 
have been implemented.

has paved the way for the group to win 
more projects and expand its activity to 
other areas with identical needs and 
great potential for savings. 

Based on the experience gained in 
these first projects, now in operation, 
FEC Services and CIRCUTOR are 
working to adapt this partnership 
scheme to Latin American countries 
where there is a great need to provide 
solutions in energy efficiency, self-con-
sumption of solar energy and the 
integration of electric mobility. The first 
projects are underway in Mexico and 
Chile. »

For contact details and more 
information:
www.proconsult.es



Information on completed projects:
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 � Client: Premium Almería

 � Actions taken: 

• PowerStudioScada software   
 application

• Installation of a SUN TOWER  
 solar tracker 

• Installation of PVing PARKS photovol- 
 taic canopy with 4 parking spaces 

• Installation of RVE2-P electric vehicle  
 charging point.

 � Photovoltaic power installed: 21 kW

 � Roll-out: June, 2014

 � Location: Huércal, Almeria (Spain)

 � Client: Frutas Escobi

 � Actions taken: 

• PowerStudioScada software    
 application

• Installation of a SUN TOWER  
 solar tracker 

• Installation of PVing PARKS photovol-  
 taic canopy with 8 parking spaces 

• Installation of rooftop solar system

• Installation of RVE2-P electric vehicle   
 charging point.

 � Photovoltaic power installed: 60 kW

 � Roll-out: September, 2014

 � Location: El Ejido, Almería (Spain)

 � Client: Hortofrutícola Las Norias

 � Actions taken:

• PowerStudioScada software    
 application

• Installation of a SUN TOWER  
 solar tracker

• Installation of PVing PARKS photovol-  
 taic canopy with 54 parking spaces

• Installation of rooftop solar system

• Installation of RVE2-P electric vehicle   
 charging point

 � Photovoltaic power installed: 165 kW

 � Roll-out: January 2015

 � Location: El Ejido, Almería (Spain)



Nuestros Partners :

Cutting-edge efficient  
and sustainable energy 
engineering

PROCONSULT, Provides administra-
tive support before and during project 
roll-out for the solar photovoltaic energy 
sector, as well as for sales and installa-
tions in Spain. More than 20 years of 
experience in international consulting 
attest to the company's excellence and 
come with the necessary agreements 
with financial institutions.

30

The Sun Tower concept was developed 
by:

Proconsult  
(Proyectos y Consulting Almería S.L.)
Mr. Daniel Royen Padilla
www.proconsult.es

Solarec
Mr. David Royen Padilla
Solarec provides the necessary engineer-
ing, carries out energy audits and 
performs ongoing quality control for the 
various installations implemented.
www.solarec.es

FEC Services (Future Energy Consulting) 
Mr. Marc Royen Peters
FEC Services is a Swiss company with 
years of international experience in 
managing photovoltaic projects, special-
ised in international partnership agree-
ments (joint ventures) between investment 
funds, EPC contractors and developers. It 
is also a member of the Supervisory 
Board of the “Swiss e-Mobility” 
organisation
www.fecservices.ch
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New format available only  
in digital version 

Circutor 
Magazine

Dear readers of CIRCUTOR magazine,

We would like to inform you that you can get 
future editions of the magazine by asking your 
regular supplier of electrical equipment.

Likewise we at CIRCUTOR, a company 
committed to energy efficiency and the environ-
ment, would like to give you the option of 
receiving the magazine in a more ecological 
and sustainable manner:  
the CIRCUTOR Online Magazine.

Advantages of this new online magazine:

  The magazine arrives conveniently to your  
e-mail inbox

  You receive the magazine as soon as it is 
published

  It is the cleanest and most environmentally 
sustainable option

  All the issues are available on our website so 
there is no need to file them or save them on 
your computer

  It is free

Don't miss this chance and subscribe to our 
Newsletter now to receive the CIRCUTOR 
magazine.

You can find it under "CIRCUTOR magazine" in 
the "DOCUMENTATION" section at  
www.circutor.com. »

For more information, contact us at: 
comunicación@circutor.com 



“The Magazine”

www.circutor.com

Technology for energy efficiency

Free subscription on the web

Vial Sant Jordi s/n  
08232 Viladecavalls (Barcelona) Spain

Tel. (+34) 937 452 900
Fax. (+34) 937 452 914

e-mail: central@circutor.com
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